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SUMMARY: Most explanations of beliefs are epistemically or pragmatically rationalizing. The distinction between these two types involves the explainer’s differing expectations of how the believer will behave in the face of counter-evidence. This feature suggests that rationalizing explanations portray beliefs as either (i) a consequence of the believer’s following a norm, or (ii) part of a sub-intentional goal-oriented system. Which properly characterizes pragmatic believing? If there were pragmatic norms for believing, I argue, they would not be consciously followable. Yet an unfollowable norm is not a norm at all, and so I conclude that there are no such norms and that pragmatic believing is a sub-intentional, and not a norm-driven, process.
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Introduction

One potentially fruitful method for discovering the nature of believing is to investigate how we explain beliefs. If folk psychological doxastic explanations essentially present beliefs as having a certain property, then this provides a prima facie reason to
think that the process of believing is itself so characterized. In this paper, I address two questions, one general and the second more specific, concerning the nature of beliefs and their explanations.

The more general concern is with the nature of rationalizing doxastic explanations, those that, as I explain in Section 1, work by showing that it is appropriate for the believer to believe what she does. In Section 2, I argue that giving a rationalizing doxastic explanation of someone’s belief involves having certain expectations of how she (or her belief) will behave in the face of counter-evidence. If we offer an epistemic explanation of someone’s belief, then we expect the believer to be evidence-sensitive. When we offer a pragmatic explanation of someone’s belief, presenting it as, say, a wishful thought or idée fixe, then we will have different expectations of her doxastic behavior.

This feature suggests that doxastic explanations are one of three types of explanations, discussed in Section 3. If in explaining someone’s belief, we have expectations about the future behavior of the belief, then doxastic explanations present the belief either (i) as occurrently dependent upon something else, (ii) as a consequence of the believer’s following a norm, or (iii) as part of a sub-intentional goal-oriented system. The first option can be quickly dismissed; occurrent dependence does not in itself involve anything that could function as the rationalizing element found in most doxastic explanations. A rationalizing doxastic explanation, I conclude, portrays a belief as being the result of the believer’s following of a norm or as dependent upon a sub-intentional teleological process.

In the fourth and final section of the paper, I focus more closely on the second concern of this paper, the nature of pragmatic believing. The nature of norms dictates that they must be consciously followable, even if not consciously followed on any one occasion. However, pragmatic believing cannot be carried out in full awareness. It follows that the notion of a pragmatic norm for believing does not make any sense. I conclude that pragmatic believing is a sub-intentional, and not a norm-driven, process.
1. Rationalizing Explanations of Beliefs

A doxastic explanation gives an account of why an agent holds a particular belief at a particular time. It is an answer to the question, ‘Why does Jones believe that $p$?’

Why and when do we want doxastic explanations? Perhaps the most significant purpose for giving or seeking a doxastic explanation is that evaluative properties —e.g., rational or justified— are conferred upon beliefs largely in virtue of the explanation given for them. We need to know why someone believes something before we can know whether his believing it is justified. There are exceptions to this rule. We often need not know why someone holds an a priori justified belief or a belief about her own mental states in order to determine whether her holding such beliefs is justified or not. Such beliefs can simply be presumed to be justified, and prior explanation is not needed. However, other (and I suspect most) types of beliefs are considered to be rationally held only if they are held in virtue of appropriate determinants. Doxastic explanation is, by and large, a condition for doxastic evaluation.

The converse is true as well. We not only explain beliefs in order to justify them, but we also show beliefs to be justified in order to explain them. Most, although perhaps not all, doxastic explanations, that is, explain by showing that the believer is, in some sense, right to believe what she does. Such explanations I call rationalizing doxastic explanations.

A rationalizing doxastic explanation is a statement that purports to give information about the determination of a subject’s belief by maintaining that the determinants for the belief, in some sense or other, make the belief an appropriate one for the believer to possess.

The notion of appropriateness is the key to understanding rationalizing explanations. In offering a rationalizing explanation

---

1 The notion of ‘appropriateness’ is one that Philip Pettit uses repeatedly in his very general characterization of (rationalizing) action explanations. See the first two pages of his 1979. The work of Donald Davidson has been most
of Jones’s belief, one presents Jones as believing because there is some sense in which it is suitable or fitting for him to do so. It is this element—that of appropriateness or suitability—that makes an explanation rationalizing. Rationalizing explanations make a descriptive claim, namely an explanation of why the believer believes what he does, by way of making an evaluative claim. The agent is said to believe because in a minimal sense he should believe what he does. The qualification ‘in a minimal sense’ must be added because an explainer who gives a rationalizing explanation of Jones’s belief that \( p \) need not endorse Jones’s belief that \( p \). She need not agree that Jones ought to believe that \( p \). However, the explainer must make some sort of positive evaluation of the belief. Rationalizing explanations work precisely by showing that the belief in question is one that it is proper for the believer to hold.

It may be that not all doxastic explanations are rationalizing. Some everyday doxastic explanations that cite emotions or habitual behavior, for example, may not involve reasons for the explained belief.

Jones believes that some noise was a snake because he is so afraid of them.

Jones believes that his boss’s expression is scornful because he resents her so much.\(^2\)

Jones believes that God exists because he has belonged to a church, and engaged in its rituals, his entire life.

These explanations do not, as written, deny that the respective believers should believe what they do. Indeed, it may be that in any one case, when more details are filled in, the explanations turn out to be rationalizing; or it may be clear from the context that the rationalizing details are implicit, that these explanations are intended to be rationalizing. Nevertheless, it is easy influential in bringing rationalizing explanations to the forefront of recent discussion; see, for example, his 1982.

\(^2\) These first two examples are reminiscent of Rosalind Hursthouse’s examples of non-rationalizing action explanations. See her 1991.
to imagine the above explanations turning out not to claim that the believer holds the belief because the believer is right to do so, and instead describe a case of brute causation: that some emotion, or repeated behavior, simply determined the belief in question. However, most doxastic explanations—and the ones with which I will be concerned in the remainder of this paper—are to be contrasted with the above explanations in that they assert that the believer holds the belief she does because it is proper for her to do so.

Rationalizing doxastic explanations divide quite naturally into two types, those that are epistemically rationalizing and those that are pragmatically rationalizing; consequently, beliefs themselves divide into two types—epistemic and pragmatic—depending upon how they are to be explained. Epistemically rationalizing explanations appeal to the epistemic appropriateness of the belief: its status as likely to be true or knowledge. Pragmatically rationalizing explanations, on the other hand, account for the explanandum belief by describing how the belief is non-epistemically appropriate: believing what she does benefits the believer in some way that is not derivative of its status as true or epistemically justified.

At first glance, one might think that the division between these two types of beliefs and their explanations falls straightforwardly in line with the determinants or causes of beliefs. According to this thought, epistemically rationalizing doxastic explanations are epitomized by statements like the following, in which a belief is said to have been brought about by 'epistemic causes', usually evidence-taking or perception:

Jones believes that he has the measles because he has discovered red spots on his stomach.

Jones believes that I am eating garlic because he can see (or smell or hear) that I am doing so.

In the former case, it is claimed that Jones believes that he has the measles because Jones believes that some other state of affairs—namely that there are red spots on his stomach—
holds, a state of affairs that Jones thinks is correlated with the measles. In the latter case, Jones believes that I am eating garlic because he is having a perceptual experience as of my eating garlic. Pragmatically rationalizing doxastic explanations, on the other hand, appeal to 'pragmatic causes', usually the believer’s desires, needs, or anxieties:

Jones believes that he will get the job because he desperately needs more income.

Jones believes that God exists because he wants to live forever.

According to the causal account of the division between epistemic and pragmatic believing, they are distinguished by their characteristic causes. Epistemic beliefs are determined by the possession of evidence or a perceptual experience, as well as perhaps other epistemic causes; pragmatic beliefs are determined by the believer’s pro-attitudes or some other pragmatic cause.

While I endorse the distinction between epistemically and pragmatically rationalizing doxastic explanations, and the correlative distinction between epistemic and pragmatic believing, I deny that these distinctions can be drawn solely in terms of the causes or determinants of beliefs. As we will see in the next two sections, rationalizing doxastic explanations cannot be ‘mere’ causal explanations. Epistemic and pragmatic doxastic explanations —and with them epistemic and pragmatic beliefs— are distinguished not (only) by the determinants to which they appeal, but (also) by the kinds of expectations the explainer has of the believer, expectations that are intimately related to the appropriateness that (as we have seen) the rationalizing explainer attributes to the belief. As I will later put it, the rationalizing explainer sees the explanandum belief either as a state of an agent, or as a state of a system belonging to an agent.

For this account of evidence-taking (as well as the particular example I use), see Longino 1979.
2. Expectation and Rationalizing Doxastic Explanations

Imagine that Jones has seen a number of posters around town advertising a concert, to take place at some time in the near future. Because of these posters, Jones believes that the concert will take place, and he consequently makes plans to attend. Given only this information, we would have no reason to hesitate in explaining his belief epistemically: Jones believes that there will be a concert at such-and-such a time because he has seen, and believed, posters advertising it.

Now imagine that Jones is challenged with respect to this belief. On the day of the concert a friend of Jones’s, Rachael, tells him that she has just read in the local newspaper that the signs advertising this particular concert are hoaxes. Taking Rachael and the local papers to be fairly trustworthy, Jones takes the proposition that there will not be a concert tonight to be fairly well-supported. As a result of hearing her claim, his belief that there will be a concert tonight is severely weakened, and he decides to phone the venue of the supposed concert to confirm for himself. Rachael has presented a challenge to Jones’s belief, and he, in turn, has appreciated her challenge. His belief has responded accordingly, by weakening. It has been negatively affected by Rachael’s counter-evidence.

Most of the time, our beliefs behave like Jones’s. When we appreciate and accept evidence for positions incompatible with our own, our beliefs are, usually, affected. We believe them less strongly, or we no longer believe them at all. We search out ways of discovering whether our original beliefs, or the newly suggested alternatives, are right. It is hard to imagine what our doxastic lives would be like if we did not in general respond to what we saw as cogent epistemic challenges. Seeing other people as susceptible to counter-testimony thoroughly shapes how we interact with them; trust, testimony, and argumentation all depend in different ways upon our seeing each other’s beliefs as being susceptible to counter-evidence. If we did not think the same of ourselves, nothing like investigation —setting out to discover what the world is like— would be possible. So, in
his response to Rachael’s claims, Jones behaves like a typical believer and his belief behaves like a typical belief.

We originally explained Jones’s belief epistemically, and the fact that he responds as he does to Rachael does not affect the correctness of that original explanation. We would still agree that Jones’s belief that there is a concert on soon is an epistemic belief. However, the tendency for our beliefs to weaken in the face of counter-evidence (as Jones’s does in the face of Rachael’s challenge) is only a tendency. Like many other folk psychological ‘laws’, this is no more than a rough generalization, and it leaves open the possibility that some of our beliefs will not be responsive to arguments against them, even if we accept, or appreciate, such challenges. And when this possibility occurs, when we see that a belief does not respond to counter-evidence, we withdraw our epistemic explanation of it. Evidence-sensitivity is a condition on epistemically rationalizing explanation.

To see this, we can imagine an alternative scenario in which Jones appreciates Rachael’s challenge to his belief (he takes her to be trustworthy, etc.), but his belief is not affected by this appreciation. His belief is in this case what we might call an idée fixe. An idée fixe is a belief that is not affected by the subject’s own recognition of evidence against it; it is held even when the subject comes to believe considerations against what the idée fixe says is true. Jones’s idée fixe is a belief Jones holds in spite of his being faced with, and appreciating, a challenge to $p$. His own epistemic assessment of the belief (that is, his appreciation of the counter-evidence against it) does not affect his commitment to the belief itself. As an idée fixe, Jones’s belief is, we might say, independent of Jones’s own view of its (lack of) groundedness.

If we are convinced that Jones’s belief is an idée fixe, then how will we explain it? While I suspect that not all idées fixes will be explained in the same way, we can be sure that whatever explanation we offer will not be epistemically rationalizing. The behavior of Jones’s belief —its being an idée fixe— shows us that Jones does not believe that $p$ in order to gain a true
belief, or knowledge, about the subject matter at hand. For if he were after some such epistemic goal, his own appreciation of Rachael’s counter-evidence would affect his belief that \( p \). His belief would be sensitive to the counter-testimony before him, which by his own lights is not insignificant. Jones’s belief will not move in the face of counter-evidence, it would seem, because truth-seeking has nothing to do with why he has it. His believing what he does seems not to be an epistemic affair at all. It looks rather to be a case of Jones’s believing in order to gain some pragmatic benefit, or —if such a thing is possible—a case of brute causation.

When we discover that Jones’s belief is not responsive to counter-evidence, then, we know that the right explanation of it must be either a pragmatically rationalizing or non-rationalizing one. Choosing between these possibilities requires more information about Jones. Were we to discover, for example, that he has been greatly looking forward to seeing this particular concert, then we might declare his belief to be a case of wishful thought, which is a type of pragmatically motivated believing. Alternatively, we might come to think that Jones’s belief has been non-rationally determined, perhaps by some emotion or habitual behavior. Whichever explanation we end up endorsing for Jones’s idée fixe, the important point is that Jones’s lack of doxastic responsiveness has affected our explanation of his belief. When we offer an epistemic explanation, we have certain expectations as to how his belief will behave, and when those expectations are unfulfilled, we seek to change the explanation.

This is true in spite of the fact that Jones’s belief was, we thought, brought about by an ‘epistemic cause’, namely his viewing posters advertising the concert. Jones’s subsequent doxastic behavior shows us to have been wrong in this, that it was not a simple case of trusting an advertisement in order to find out about the world. In order for Jones’s belief that \( p \) to deserve an epistemically rationalizing explanation, it is not enough that Jones’s belief be ‘triggered’ by an epistemic reason or a perceptual experience. It is partly a matter of the origin of a belief not necessarily telling us why it is held. Features of the origin
of Jones’s belief may not by themselves reveal that Jones is aspiring for, as it were, a true belief or knowledge. But the point runs deeper than this: it reveals the inadequacy of conceiving of rationalizing explanations of beliefs in terms of mere causality. The fact that expectations are built into rationalizing doxastic explanations reveals that a rationalizing answer to the question ‘Why does Jones believe that \( p \)?’ involves more than simply speaking of something that ‘pushed’ Jones into a state of believing. Rationalizing doxastic explanations give a sense of what Jones is seeking or gaining in believing what he does. Simply describing how Jones’s belief that \( p \) was originally determined (e.g., by his viewing of posters) is wholly inadequate to capture this information. Saying what ‘triggers’ a belief falls far short of saying why an epistemic (or, as we will see below, a pragmatic) belief is held. Indeed, any such ‘triggering’ will be consistent with Jones’s holding an epistemic or pragmatic belief.\(^4\)

Viewing Jones’s believing that \( p \) as an epistemic commitment involves seeing Jones’s believing as a result or part of his seeking a truth about the subject matter at hand. And built into the very description of Jones as seeking a truth is the expectation that he will be responsive to other propositions about the world which he holds to be true. But this means that if Jones’s belief is not so responsive, if it is something like an idée fixe, then it must not be an epistemic belief. There must be another story, other than an epistemically rationalizing one, about why Jones believes that \( p \). In sum: as a doxastic explainer, I expect epistemically explicable beliefs to be evidence-sensitive; a necessary condition on giving an epistemically rationalizing explanation of \( S \)’s belief that \( p \) is that I take it to be evidence-sensitive.\(^5\)

Donald Davidson comes near to describing this feature of doxastic explanation when he writes:

\(^4\) As I will discuss at length below, some of the notions I use in the above paragraph — aspiring for, seeking, gaining — should not be taken to pick out conscious or intentional actions.

\(^5\) There may be some few propositions — e.g., those of mathematics — for which the believer does not think that there could be such a thing as counter-evidence. For these, the above criteria for pragmatic believing will not apply; their firmness should not be seen as indicative of non-epistemic believing.
The general concept [of irrationality] applies also to unchanges. A person is irrational if he is not open to reason —if, on accepting a belief or attitude on the basis of which he ought to make accommodating changes in his other beliefs [. . .] he fails to make those changes. (Davidson 1982, p. 299)

This is right, but only partially so. We definitely see the evidence-insensitive believer as epistemically irrational; epistemic rationality requires susceptibility to new information about the world. This does not mean that we will see her as irrational tout court, however, for we may see her as appropriately gaining some pragmatic benefit with her belief; we may see her as epistemically irrational but judge her belief to be pragmatically appropriate.

I am presently concerned, however, not with judgments of doxastic rationality —that is, with what a believer should be doing— but with doxastic explanation —with what a believer is doing. And the point about explanation that Davidson’s observation misses is that the evidence-insensitive believer is to be understood in a different light from the evidence-sensitive believer. The former is not just being epistemically irrational; she has not simply made a mistake in seeking a truth. Her insensitivity to the counter-evidence before her shows that she is not seeking truth at all. A person in the grip of an idée fixe is not believing in order to gain some truth about the subject matter at hand; she is in the clutches of a belief that is not affected by other, clearly relevant, things that she holds true. Consequently, our account of her belief changes: we see her as being pulled to believe by some pragmatic benefit the belief is giving her, or as determined by some non-rationalizing cause.

When I epistemically explain Jones’s belief, I expect Jones to be sensitive to counter-evidence with respect to his belief; I expect him, roughly, to behave in such a way that he will maintain what he sees is a truth about the subject matter at hand. When I pragmatically explain someone’s belief, on the other hand, I have different, but analogous, expectations of her; I expect
the pragmatic believer to behave in such a way that she will continue reaping pragmatic benefit from her belief. Pragmatically rationalizing explanations recognize, as Richard Foley puts it, that ‘what one believes can dramatically affect one’s practical prospects [...]’. They explain by appealing to the belief’s contribution to the subject’s well-being, claiming that a belief is held because it brings the believer some utility other than truth. Accordingly, a pragmatically rationalizing explanation of someone’s belief that \( p \) involves an expectation that she will compensate in the face of challenges to her belief in order to maintain the pragmatic benefit that the belief confers.

Imagine that Smith has a daughter who is on trial, accused of a crime that he believes she did not commit. We explain his belief pragmatically: Smith believes that his accused daughter is innocent because he would feel enormous disappointment or pain were he to believe otherwise. In contrast to the epistemic case, in which we expect Jones to change his belief to fit his evidence, we expect Smith to respond to challenges to his belief in order to continue to hold it. It is only if Smith retains his belief that he will achieve the pragmatic benefit that he is gaining from this belief (e.g., comfort). Consequently, we expect to see Smith responding to challenges in such a way that he can continue to feel comfort or ease.

This would be most clearly demonstrated in the situation in which Smith were to give up the belief in his daughter’s innocence at the first sign of evidence for her guilt. In such a situation we would rightly grow doubtful about whether his belief really is the case of pragmatic believing that we initially thought it was. We would suspect that he was indeed after a truth of the matter about his daughter’s innocence, that he was following his evidence. We would suspect that he had always had an epistemic belief. As with epistemically rationalizing doxastic explanations, pragmatic explanations have expectations built into them.

---

6 Foley 1988, p. 131. I am ignoring one kind of pragmatic beliefs, those that Dion Scott-Kakures (2000) calls ‘unwelcome’. I think that the account of pragmatic believing I advocate in the final section of this paper applies to unwelcome believing as well, but I will not defend this here.
If Smith’s belief that his daughter is innocent is indeed pragmatic, then there are an enormous number of ways in which Smith can respond to counter-evidence to his belief, evidence that his daughter is not innocent. He can undermine this counter-evidence, he can explain it away, or he can reinterpret it. Each of these strategies would allow Smith to retain his belief and continue to reap pragmatic benefit from his belief. This is precisely what we expect from those we see holding beliefs without seeking knowledge. We expect them to respond to our challenges in such a way as to retain the benefit-providing beliefs they have. Their aim is not to come to know whether \( p \) or not-\( p \) is true, but to retain the benefit of the beliefs they presently hold. They have a stake not in holding true beliefs, but in what they gain from the particular belief they hold.

This does not mean that Smith will never give the belief up. The extent to which Smith will compensate in order to retain his belief depends upon the features and context of Smith’s particular belief (e.g., how strong is his desire for comfort) as well as how strong the challenges are to his belief (e.g., perhaps his daughter herself will tell him that she is guilty). The extent to which someone is susceptible to counter-evidence lies on a spectrum. At the epistemic end of the spectrum, the believer responds appropriately and sincerely in the face of counter-evidence; at the pragmatic end the believer will do everything in his power to reject counter-evidence that comes his way. If we think that Smith holds a pragmatically rational belief, we place him towards the latter end of the spectrum. We expect him to do what is within his own doxastic integrity to retain the belief, to ignore challenges or respond to them in such a way as to continue to retain the belief that is doing him some good.

The expectations that are built into rationalizing explanations are not precise and unambiguous. As are most aspects of our folk psychological practices, the constitutive characteristics of doxastic explanations are vague and inexact. However, anyone who has spent time arguing with other people will at
one time or another have experienced the feeling that expend-
ing any further effort in arguing would be futile. One feels
that one's opponent is simply not interested in finding out
the truth of the matter. She is not responding, appropriately
and sensitively, to the considerations that one is introducing
against her position. It will be at this point that one begins
to suspect that one's opponent is (as we might say) pragmati-
cally committed to her position, that she believes it because it
is a position that is important to her. She believes it because
she invented the position herself, she has spent so much time
thinking about it, or she simply wants to beat you in an argu-
ment.

This sort of situation epitomizes the expectations that we
have when we attempt to account for each other's beliefs. Ar-
gumentation—the presentation and consideration of counter-
evidence to and defense of our beliefs—is a social practice in
which we engage in order to epistemically improve our own
and each other's beliefs. It is a central part of our epistemic
process of attempting to get things right. Someone who aspires
to get things right on a certain topic will be more sensitive to
argumentation, and more affected by it, than someone whose
believing is guided by other considerations. Both, though, will
be responding to challenges in order to meet their aims.

We can see, then, that while epistemic and pragmatic ex-
planations are both rationalizing, they are so in very differ-
ent ways. Epistemic explanations work by showing that, from
the believer's point of view, what she believes is likely to be
true, while pragmatic explanations work by showing that the
belief benefits the believer in some way. As such, epistemic
and pragmatic doxastic explanations both carry expectations of
the believer's future behavior. The expectation in both cases is
that the believer will respond in order to either achieve a true
belief—in the case of an epistemic belief—or receive the non-
epistemic benefit—in the case of a pragmatic belief—that the
believer is receiving from his belief.
3. The Nature of Rationalizing Doxastic Explanations

The fact that both kinds of rationalizing doxastic explanations bring with them expectations of the future behavior of the believer suggests that rationalizing doxastic explanations belong to one of the following three broad kinds: 7

(i) Explanations that cite an *occurent dependence* between the belief and some other feature of the believer

(ii) Explanations that portray the believer as *following a norm*

(iii) Explanations that appeal to some *sub-intentional goal-oriented system* that the believer ‘possesses’ or is ‘part of’ the believer

Each of these strategies for accounting for a belief brings with it expectations about the future behavior of the phenomenon being explained. While there may be other possible accounts of rationalizing doxastic explanations, I do not know what they would be. In this section, I will discuss each of these three explanation strategies in turn. As we will see, the first sort of explanation is not a plausible candidate to account for the nature of rationalizing explanations of beliefs. In the final section of the paper, I will argue that the norm-following account is not a suitable candidate for explaining the nature of pragmatically rationalizing explanations.

(i) Occurrent Dependence Explanations

The case against conceiving of epistemic or pragmatic explanations of beliefs as being mere causal explanations cannot rest on the fact (established in the previous section) that offering an epistemic or pragmatic explanation involves having expectations

---

7 The reader familiar with Daniel Dennett’s work will recognize an analogy between the three explanation strategies described in this section and Dennett’s physical, intentional, and design stances, respectively. See, e.g., his 1978. I will not in this paper explore any analogies or disanalogies that the claims I am making may have with Dennett’s work.
of the believer, for some mere causal explanations carry expectations with them. Occurrent dependence explanations account for the present occurrence of \( \varphi \) by citing the present occurrence of \( \psi \), claiming that \( \varphi \) would not exist without \( \psi \). Two examples:

The pan is on fire because the oil is too hot.

Jones's temperature is dropping because he is perspiring.

In each case, one fact or event is explained by citing the present occurrence of another fact or event. In the first example, the fact that the pan is on fire is explained by the fact that the oil is too hot.

In contrast to other brute causal explanations —those that cite what we might call ‘triggering causes’— knowledge of occurrent causes lead to one’s having certain expectations about the future behavior of the explanandum. So, for example, knowing that the pan is on fire because the oil is too hot can (indeed, should) lead one to expect that water will not put it out, because water can spread the burning oil rather than smothering it. The explanation of Jones’s temperature drop in terms of his perspiring leads us to expect that his temperature will drop more quickly in less humid environments than it will in more humid environments. A triggering causal explanation, on the contrary, can lead to such expectation only on the assumption that the triggering cause is also the occurrent cause. The oil’s being too hot may have been the triggering cause of the fire, but only if I also think that it is still the oil that is responsible for the fire in front of me will I have expectations about the behavior of the fire in response to my throwing water on it. If I think that hot oil triggered the fire but that the fire in front of me now is a burning kitchen towel that was too near the oil, then I will not have the same expectations of the behavior of this fire than I would were it to be burning oil.

While occurrent dependence explanations include the element of expectation in rationalizing doxastic explanations, they cannot, unfortunately, account for the fact that rationalizing doxastic explanations are rationalizing. As we saw above, rationalizing doxastic explanations essentially involve an attribution
of appropriateness to the believer in relation to his belief. This is not a contingent feature of rationalizing explanations. A rationalizing doxastic explanation has its explanatory power \textit{in virtue of} the fact that it is rationalizing.

Take the following statement, which explains one belief by citing another:

Jones believes that his wife is home because he believes that today is Monday.

Understood merely as an occurrent dependence explanation, this statement derives its explanatory power in virtue of a supposed \textit{correlation or law} linking two types of mental states, to which (i) Jones’s belief that today is Monday and (ii) Jones’s belief that his wife is home, respectively, belong. Such an explanation accounts for (ii) by citing (i) and a law claiming that beliefs like (i) and (ii) tend to go together. However, there is nothing in the \textit{correlation} between these two beliefs to tell us why it is \textit{appropriate or fitting} for Jones to believe that his wife is home. A doxastic explanation that merely appeals to an occurrent dependence will thus be missing an element that allows it to qualify as rationalizing, because it explains in some manner other than by presenting the believer as believing because it is appropriate for her to do so. Its explanatory power comes from a very different source from that of a rationalizing explanation. As we will see below in my discussion of teleological explanations, occurrent dependence statements can be embedded in a theory in such a way that they become rationalizing. The point remains, however, that a \textit{mere} occurrent dependence explanation is not rationalizing, and not a suitable candidate for the nature of rationalizing doxastic explanations.

(ii) Norm-Following Explanations

A second sort of explanation that brings with it expectations is one that appeals to a norm that a person is following, adhering to, or attempting to fulfill. Norm-following explanations characterize the agent as \textit{\textit{\varphi}-ing} because of her relation to a norm governing \textit{\textit{\varphi}-ing}. Accounts of norms vary, construing them as
(i) ideals or standards, (ii) rules, prescriptions, or imperatives, or (iii) both. All accounts of norms have in common an understanding of something to which actions, character, and mental states can comply (or fail to do so), something which qualifies the action, character, or mental state as successful (or not).

There are two elements in a norm-following doxastic explanation. First, the agent is said to accept or subscribe to the norm. An agent can be judged in virtue of a norm whether or not she accepts it, but we can only explain her believing in virtue of a norm if there is some sense in which she accepts it. As with accounts of norms themselves, accounts of what it means for an agent to accept a norm vary widely. Some accounts stress the agent’s membership in a community, while others stress her individual possession of dispositions or commitments.

The second element of a norm-following explanation is that the agent’s φ-ing is said to be a case of following or adhering to the accepted norm. It is characteristic of norms that they are the sort of thing that can be followed, either as ideals or as prescriptions. Norm-following doxastic explanations need not present the belief as resulting from the subject’s trying, consciously or otherwise, to meet a norm. We often are engaged in certain investigative actions, in which we are trying to get at the truth. However, there is a difference between doing something —acting— in adherence with a norm, and believing something in adherence with a norm. The latter may be a case of norm-following, even though it is not itself an action.

In a norm-following doxastic explanation, an agent’s believing that \( p \) is said to be a case of attempting to meet a particular ideal, or of abiding by a doxastic prescription. The agent’s believing that \( p \) is dependent upon her thinking (although not necessarily consciously doing so) that she should believe that \( p \). She believes that \( p \) because she accepts a norm that dictates her doing so. A norm-following explanation of, for example, Jones’s perceptual belief that I am eating garlic will claim (i) that Jones accepts a norm that, say, vision or olfaction is a proper, successful, or reliable way to form beliefs about the world,
and (ii) that he believes that I am eating garlic because he is having a visual or olfactory experience as such. Jones has this belief because he adheres to a norm, and his believing is a case of following it. Evidential doxastic explanations, on the other hand, appeal to epistemic reasons for belief: Jones believes that he has the measles because he takes the red spots on his stomach to be a sign or indicator of his having measles, and he accepts a norm that says (something like) beliefs in the unobserved should follow observed signs and indicators.

In the final section of this paper, I will argue that there are no pragmatic doxastic norms, but if they were to exist, doxastic explanations in virtue of them would go something like the following: Smith believes that his daughter is innocent because (i) Smith accepts and adheres to a norm that says that one should or is allowed to form beliefs that alleviate one’s pain or anxiety, and (ii) Smith is following this pragmatic norm in believing that his daughter is innocent. In both cases, the explanation cites both a norm that Smith accepts, and furthermore claims that his believing what he does is in virtue of following that norm.

In Section 1 of this paper, I claimed that most doxastic explanations explain by attributing a minimal amount of appropriateness to the believer’s holding the belief that she does. What is this appropriateness, and why is it minimal, on the norm-following account of doxastic explanations? The appropriateness derives from the believer’s believing because of a norm; Jones believes that \( p \) because Jones accepts some doxastic norm that dictates or suggests that Jones should believe that \( p \). Jones is aiming for a truth about the matter at hand, and he accepts some norm that says that in certain conditions a belief is likely to be true. Jones’s belief that \( p \) is appropriate is minimally justified, because it is a belief that, by Jones’s own lights, he should hold. However, for me to recognize and explain Jones’s believing that \( p \) in this way is, importantly, still short of my agreeing with or endorsing Jones’s belief that \( p \). I can think that Jones should not believe that \( p \), all the while recognizing that Jones believes because he thinks that
he should believe that $p$. I can disagree with Jones, and still recognize that there is some rationale for his believing $p$. So, in contrast to occurrent dependence explanations of beliefs, norm-following explanations get the rationalizing element in doxastic explanations just right.

In Section 2, we saw that offering a rationalizing doxastic explanation brings with it expectations of the future behavior of the believer we are explaining. This is readily accounted for by the norm-following account. If I think that an agent is believing in adherence to a particular sort of norm, then I will expect her, in the face of challenges to her belief, to continue to do so. If, for example, I think that Jones is following a norm like ‘Believe in accordance with the evidence before you’, then I will expect his belief to be sensitive to deal with any counter-evidence that may come his way. We expect his beliefs to lessen in the face of counter-evidence to which he cannot respond, and strengthen in the face of further positive evidence. Similarly, a pragmatic norm-following explanation would present the believer as following a norm like ‘Believe so that you avoid the anxiety or pain that would be brought on were you to believe the opposite’. Such a norm would dictate that the believer believe so as to gain some pragmatic benefit from her belief, and as such we expect that she will either avoid dealing with counter-evidence, or deal with it in such a way that the belief—bringing her benefit—is still held. She will do what she can in order to retain her belief, so that she can persist in reaping its benefit. In both cases, once we posit—in our explanation—that the agent is following a norm, we thereby expect her to respond to any challenges that she comes across in such a way as to continue to follow it.

(iii) Sub-Intentional Teleological Explanations

In “Self-Deception and the Nature of Mind”, Mark Johnston (1988) draws a distinction between intentional and sub-intentional purposive processes, and argues that self-deception is best conceived in terms of the latter.
If we call mental processes that are purposive but not initiated for and from a reason *sub-intentional* processes, then we can say that [the] over-rationalization [by certain writers] of self-deception consists in assimilating sub-intentional processes to intentional acts, where an intentional act is a process initiated and directed by an agent because he recognizes that it serves a specific interest of his. (Johnston 1988)

Johnston opposes this ‘over-rationalization’, defending instead a sub-intentional — or as he also calls it, a *tropistic* — view of self-deception.\(^8\)

I am going to adopt the distinction that Johnston draws between sub-intentional and intentional *processes* in order to introduce a type of doxastic *explanation* distinct from the norm-following strategy discussed in the previous sub-section. What I will here call *sub-intentional teleological explanations* are to be contrasted with norm-following explanations by the fact that they drop all reference to the agent’s relationship to a norm or rule. In a sub-intentional teleological account of a belief, Jones’s thinking that he should believe that \(p\) plays no role in his doing so. Instead, the teleological explanation models the belief as the outcome or product of a goal-oriented system.

Teleological systems involve what Arthur Collins calls a ‘two-sided causal relationship’. A disturbance to the system causes the system to cause goal maintenance. This capacity to *compensate*, Collins claims, is ‘the essential core’ of teleological systems: “A system \([S]\) is teleologically organized only if threats to goal maintenance cause events in \(S\) that cause goal maintenance in spite of the threats.”\(^9\) A system is teleological only if it responds to perturbations in some way appropriate towards continuing to achieve the set goal of the system. It is notable that Collins (like other writers) prefers to speak of teleological ‘systems’, and not, say, ‘processes’. A system is teleological only if there are *various* processes by which that system can maintain

\(^8\) The claim (although not the argument) of the next section of this paper is in broad agreement with Johnston’s conception of motivated believing.

\(^9\) Collins 1978, p. 544. My discussion in this sub-section draws heavily upon Collins’s work on teleological processes.
or work towards its goal. A system is goal-oriented only if it has at its disposal multiple processes for maintaining its goal. This is not to say that a process cannot itself be considered teleological, but it will be only in so far as it is part of a goal-oriented system. A system is compensatory, and thus teleological, because of its possible utilization of various processes; it continues working, aiming, to reach an intended goal under different conditions.\(^{10}\)

The relationship between the two properties “. . . is a compensatory system” and “. . . is a goal-oriented system” is a conceptual one. Goals are inherent to compensating systems, and these make little sense without them. Compensation just is compensation in response to stimulus for the sake of goal-maintenance. A waterfall and a ball working its way down a pinball machine are directional processes, but if one describes the various structures redirecting a drop of water or a pinball in terms of compensation, one must do so metaphorically. Waterfalls and pinballs do not have goals, and one cannot make sense of compensation without appreciating that there is a state that a compensatory system works to achieve or maintain. Compensation is compensation on behalf of some state, in virtue of which that state is the goal of the system.

Collins’s favored example of a compensatory system is that of homeostasis, the biological maintenance of body temperature via processes like perspiration, shivering, and blood vessel dilation and contraction. He writes:

Things happen in the environment of the human body that would, of themselves, cause significant changes in internal body temperature, but body temperature does not change much. Temperature stability is maintained in the face of destabilizing factors. (Collins 1984, p. 348)

\(^{10}\) Other writers prefer the notion of plasticity to that of compensation, but the concepts are essentially the same. See, for example, Eng and Adams 1992, at pp. 650ff. See also any of the writings associated with the abstract study of systems —called ‘cybernetics’— concerned with control and goal-maintenance. For an introduction and bibliography, see Heylighen and Joslyn 2001.
This physiological example allows us, first, to emphasize the fact that we identify systems as compensating, and thus teleological, without attributing to the agent any pro-attitude or norm-acceptance. Secondly, processes like homeostasis reveal that we can identify a system as teleological before we know the various causal pathways by which it compensates. We knew that constant temperature was maintained in mammals long before we knew how it was maintained. In this case we attributed a goal, that of maintaining the right temperature, to mammalian bodies, before we knew the particular causal processes by which temperature is maintained.

This latter point, that we are able to identify teleological systems independently from the causal processes that such a system utilizes in maintaining goal-orientation, is important to understanding how a teleological explanation works. Contrast the straightforward causal claim

Jones’s perspiring causes his body temperature to drop,

with the teleological claim

Jones’s body maintains its temperature over a range of external temperatures.

Even though Jones’s ability to perspire is part of his system to control his body temperature, the teleological claim is independent of the causal claim. The teleological claim can be true even though causal claim is not. Even if Jones does not, for some reason, have the capacity to perspire, he still must maintain homeostasis. In most animals, there will be any number of causal processes that orient the creature towards the goal of temperature-maintenance.

The converse of this is true as well. We can and do learn causal claims without at the same time being aware that they are parts of teleological systems. We can imagine discovering that Jones’s perspiring causes his temperature to drop before discovering that his body maintains its temperature at a constant state. In this case we might think that the fact that perspiring
causes a drop in temperature is merely a brute causal fact about
the human body, and not part of any goal-oriented system. It
may be much later that we discover the teleological fact that
the body maintains itself at a constant temperature via different
means. This order of progression, from first discovering a pro-
cess and then later attributing a function to that process, will
be familiar to the biologist.

Discovering a teleological system, of course, changes our
understanding of the causal aspects of that system. Once we
know that perspiration is part of a teleological system, then
the explanation ‘Jones’s temperature is dropping because he is
perspiring’ becomes not just an explanation in terms of occur-
rent dependence, but an explanation in terms of the means to a
goal. This is the vital point of the recognition of teleology. Once
we realize that perspiring-causing-temperature-drop contributes
to a wider compensating system that maintains body tempera-
ture, then the explanation ‘Jones’s temperature dropped because
he was perspiring’ becomes an instrumental, or goal-oriented,
explanation. Once we see that there is a system expressing
compensating behavior, then we will see a causal contributor
to that system as a part of a teleological process. Perspiring
is no longer a mere causal dependence, but the means to a
goal.

This change of view brings with it the susceptibility to assess-
ment or evaluation. A mere causal process, like a body’s being
wet causing its temperature to drop, is not open to evaluation.
In contrast, a goal-oriented causal process, like perspiring, is.
Once we see perspiring as a part of a teleological process, we
can compare it to other actual or possible means to the goal of
temperature maintenance. We can assess its cost, its speed, its
sensitivity, or its efficiency as a means to its goal. In isolation
from the goal-oriented system of temperature maintenance, such
assessment makes no sense. There is no evaluating the fact that
perspiring causes one’s temperature to drop until we switch
to thinking of perspiring as a means to temperature main-
tenance. Once we make that switch, however, evaluation becomes
possible.
All of these elements can be drawn together into a sub-intentional teleological account of rationalizing doxastic explanations. A teleological explanation of Jones’s believing that $p$ involves claiming that Jones has a doxastic goal, an epistemic or pragmatic goal that his belief is held in order to gain. The minimal element of *appropriateness* that, as we saw in Section 1, is central to rationalizing explanations takes this form in teleological doxastic explanations: Jones has a goal, and he believes that $p$ in order to achieve that goal. Jones’s belief that $p$ is minimally justified as an attempt to achieve a said goal. For the explainer to see this is, importantly, still short of her agreeing with or endorsing Jones’s belief that $p$; in order to do that, the explainer would have to endorse the details of why Jones believes that $p$. But one can disagree with Jones, and still recognize that there is *some* rationale for his believing $p$, namely as an attempt to attain a goal that Jones has. So, in the positing of goals the teleological account gets the rationalizing element in explanations just right.

Since teleological doxastic explanations are built upon the attribution of a goal to the believer, they bring with them expectations, expectations deriving from the compensatory behavior that the teleologist says the believer will undertake in order to achieve that goal. Part of what it means to conceive of something as *working towards a goal* is to conceive of it as engaged in a practice in which it responds to challenges to its gaining that goal. When one sees a system as goal-seeking, one *expects* the system to make necessary changes to attain it. Without such expectations, the explainer would not be conceiving of the system as teleological at all. To see a belief as brought about by or as a part of a goal-oriented system would necessarily involve the expectation that believers respond to challenges to their beliefs in such a way as to continue to achieve the doxastic goals that we are assigning them in the explanation. This would be reflected in different ways in epistemic and pragmatic doxastic explanations, each of which have different goals and, thus, bring with them differing expectations.
4. Pragmatic Believing As Sub-Intentional

Of the three types of doxastic explanation strategies that lead to our having expectations about beliefs, we have seen that one strategy — that of occurrent dependence explanations — does not include any features that could constitute the rationalizing nature of (most) explanations of beliefs. The remaining two strategies, norm-following and teleological, are (as far as we have seen) suitable for capturing the rationalizing nature of doxastic explanations. In this final section, I will focus my attention upon pragmatically rationalizing explanations, regarding which I will cast doubt on the appropriateness of a norm-following account. My argument relies on a distinction between pragmatic and epistemic believing, and so it is not applicable to epistemic believing. I will not address the question of whether epistemic doxastic explanations are best conceived as teleological or norm-following.

As we saw above, norms need be neither consciously considered nor consciously followed. I can adhere to a norm without ever having thought explicitly about what that norm is. Norms of language and concept-use are well-known examples. Jones’s using a concept in a certain way at a certain time can be explained in virtue of her accepting and following a particular norm, even though Jones could not state the norm that she is following. Nor, a fortiori, need it be true that in order have my behavior dictated by a norm, must I be thinking about the norm at the time of use. I can follow a norm without being aware of what I am doing, without, that is, knowing what norm I am behaving in accordance with. Norms play a pervasive role in our lives, but in doing so they often remain in the background, hidden from our conscious purview of what we are doing.

There is a difference, however, between claiming that a norm need not be consciously followed, and claiming that it cannot be consciously followed. The latter makes no sense. It is essential to something’s being a norm that it be such that we can come to follow it. It must be possible for us to be consciously aware that we are doing something in order to be said to be adhering
to a norm in doing it. Even if not consciously followed, a norm must be consciously followable.

Norms play a central role in our lives as agents. Indeed, crucial to our identity as agents is our ability to allow reflective adherence to norms, to what we think we ought to do, to guide our lives. We form beliefs about what we should do, we form beliefs about what the right norms are, and those beliefs lead us to behave in accordance with them. It is because it is possible for me to act because and in the light of my reflection upon what I think is the right thing to do, that I am an agent. My agency is essentially tied up with the fact that norms can, in my full awareness, dictate what I do.

The essential followability of norms raises the question that motivates Christine Korsgaard’s discussion in *The Sources of Normativity*.

[A] successful normative theory must meet a condition which is sometimes called ‘transparency’ [...]. If a theory’s explanation of how morality motivates us essentially depends on the fact that the source or nature of our motives is concealed from us, or that we often act blindly or from habit, then it lacks transparency. The true nature of moral motives must not be concealed from the agent’s point of view if those motives are to be efficacious.

Otherwise, Korsgaard claims, the theory would not be a normative theory at all: “A normative moral theory must be one that allows us to act in the full light of knowledge of what morality is and why we are susceptible to its influences, and at the same time to believe that our actions are justified and make sense” (Korsgaard 1996, p. 17). A non-transparent moral theory would ultimately amount to a portrayal of moral behavior as other than norm-following. It would present it as motivated by considerations that are hidden from us. “The normative word ‘reason’”, Korsgaard writes, “refers to a kind of reflective success” (Korsgaard 1996, p. 93). Behaving on the basis of an accepted norm is to behave on the basis of something that one can consciously endorse and follow.
If someone tells me that I ought to $\varphi$, and also tells me that I will not be able to $\varphi$ in full consciousness, then it would seem that she is telling me not, strictly speaking, that I ought to $\varphi$, but rather that it would be a good thing if I were to $\varphi$. Imagine someone’s saying to you, ‘You ought to get over your illness’. She is not giving you a norm, she is not telling you that you should get over your illness. Rather, she is telling you that it would be beneficial, a good thing for you, if you were to get over your illness, that she hopes that you do get over your illness. There is no norm ‘one ought to get over one’s illness’ because getting over one’s illness is not something one simply does. There are, of course, norms in the area of health and well-being. One should allow oneself to get over one’s illness (e.g., before going back to work, before holding the baby), and one can do things that may help one get over one’s illness (e.g., taking antibiotics). However, simply getting well is not one of them. Getting well is not, simpliciter, an example of one’s agential behavior.

The reason why there are no pragmatic doxastic norms is related to, but not precisely the same as, the reason why there is no norm of simply ‘getting over one’s illness’. Like getting well, wishful thinking is not an example of one’s agential behavior. However, in contrast to getting well, it is reflection itself that prevents wishful thinking from being an agent-level behavior. Being aware of getting well does not prevent me from doing so. The same is not true, however, of wishful thought. We cannot, in full awareness, follow a norm that would tell us to believe something because doing so would bring us some benefit, or because it would be a good thing to do.

The reason for this is that we are restricted in how we see our beliefs. My believing that something is true depends upon my not accepting a non-epistemic explanation of my believing it. The stronger is my conviction that my believing that $p$ rather than $q$, or my believing that $p$ rather than suspending belief on the matter altogether, depends upon pragmatic concerns, the weaker will be my belief that $p$. 
It is this feature of beliefs that differentiates them from guesses. We can in full awareness guess in order to achieve a pragmatic aim—as we do, say, in trivia games—but we cannot believe with the same aims in mind. By thinking, ‘I have to say something if I am going to win [. . .]’, the game contestant characterizes what she is about to say as a guess and not as a belief. I cannot see myself as believing that $p$ (rather than that $q$) so that I will pass a test or win a game. The believer cannot see her belief—her commitment that something is true—as not held solely in order to gain a truth. The belief is one’s *take on* the truth, and not one’s, say, *pressurized stab* at the truth or one’s *idle speculation* of the truth. The difference is not merely one of degree. It is rather that one sees one’s take on the truth (as opposed to these other attitudes) as not being held with the aim of relieving pressure or filling idle time. As David Owens has written: “The guesser can exercise control over her guesses by reflecting on how best to strike a balance between the goal of truth and other goals her guessing serves; the believer cannot” (Owens 2002, p. 395). Both the believer and the guesser aim at truth, but while the latter can think that her guess is dependent upon her attempt to gain some pragmatic end, the believer must not. To think, say, that being in a hurry has affected my *inclination* towards $p$, that I have this inclination in order to have it *now*, is to see my commitment to $p$ as something like a guess, something other than a belief.

I cannot see my own belief as not being solely dependent upon my aiming to grasp some truth about the subject matter at hand. If I were to explain my believing that $p$ non-epistemically, then I would be seeing my belief as aiming for some goal other than truth, or for no goal at all. These are incompatible attitudes to take towards a belief. I cannot attribute the exclusive goal of truth to the belief (by continuing to consciously believe) while taking it away (by accepting a non-epistemic explanation). Therefore, it is impossible to hold a belief and non-epistemically explain my holding it.

Stated again: in reflecting that I have a belief that $p$, I characterize myself as being in a state *only* for the purpose
of being committed to a truth about the subject matter at hand. However, I could not do this and at the same time see myself as following a pragmatic doxastic norm. If in full awareness I were to believe that \( p \) because of a non-epistemic norm dictating that I should do so, then I would see my commitment as aiming for some goal other than truth. I would understand myself as believing that \( p \) (rather than that \( q \)) because it would be a good thing for me to believe that \( p \). But this is not possible, for such a state would not be a belief at all.\(^{11}\) To consider and retain one of my current doxastic states requires seeing it as truth-aimed, and this is inconsistent with seeing myself as seeking a pragmatic doxastic benefit. Therefore, holding a doxastic commitment is essentially incompatible with seeing oneself as following a pragmatic norm.

We all recognize, of course, that certain of our beliefs fulfill other goals of ours, that our having them brings us benefit. Our moral beliefs are prime examples. But the believer must see each of these gains as derivative from the goal of truth. When I reflect upon a belief, I must see the possession of a truth as the primary aim of my believing what I do. To do otherwise would be to undercut the belief, and essentially to see it as something other than a belief.

The fact that beliefs cannot survive first-person pragmatic explanations of them explains some of the dialectical phenomena that Richard Foley describes.

\[ \text{[W]hen people reflect upon what reasons they have to believe something [...], they rarely even consider the practical advantages that might accrue to them by believing it [...]. Likewise, when someone tries to convince another person that he has reasons to believe something, they rarely even mention the practical benefits that might result from believing it. (Foley 1988, p. 214)} \]

\(^{11}\) Compare the often-quoted line from Bernard Williams: “If in full consciousness I could will to acquire a ‘belief’ irrespective of its truth, it is unclear that before the event I could seriously think of it as a belief, i.e., as something purporting to represent reality.” From his 1973, p. 148.
We do not consider the benefits we may gain from holding beliefs which support our values or placate our desires, even though we may at times see that believing such things would bring us happiness, comfort, and satisfaction, and would do so even if what we believed was false. Nor, ipso facto, do we attempt to share this satisfaction by pointing out these practical benefits to others. The explanation for both phenomena is the same. If we were to see, upon reflection, that we have a belief in order to bring us pragmatic benefit, then the belief would disappear.\footnote{The claim of the previous few paragraphs is defended at length in Jones 2002.}

The upshot of this is that a pragmatic doxastic norm would not be consciously followable. We cannot, in full awareness, believe by following a norm the content of which is something like, ‘You should believe that \( p \), because doing so would be good for you, or would make the world a better place’. Such a norm would be unfollowable. However, an unfollowable norm is not a norm at all. It may describe a good state of affairs, something that it would be good for us to do, but it is not a norm, something that can guide our behavior. While it might be a good thing for us to engage (at times) in a belief because it will bring us comfort, make us better people,\footnote{In their much-discussed 1988, Taylor and Brown suggest that motivated believing is an essential characteristic of mental health.} or make the world a better place, it is not something that we can do in adherence to a norm. It follows that there is no such thing as a pragmatic doxastic norm, and that pragmatically rationalizing doxastic explanations are sub-intentional in nature.\footnote{In Dennett’s terminology, pragmatic believing is to be explained from the design, and not the intentional, stance.} Pragmatically rationalizing doxastic explanations properly present a believer as believing appropriately, but not as believing in the face of reasons to believe what she does.

This is not to say that there is no such thing as a practical argument for a belief; however, it does mean that such arguments must work, and be understood, in a particular way. The most
well-known practical argument for a belief is Pascal’s Wager. Pascal argued that we should believe that God exists, as well as the rest of the Christian creed, because the utility of doing so is infinitely greater than the utility of not holding these beliefs. Yet Pascal was well aware that we could not consciously follow his Wager. After introducing the Wager, he has his interlocutor (who represents his ideal agnostic reader) respond, “Yes, but my hands are tied and my lips are sealed; I am being forced to wager and I am not free; I am being held fast and I am so made that I cannot believe. What do you want me to do then?” (Pascal 1966, fragment 418).

Pascal’s suggestion to his reader is well-known:

> Learn from those who were once bound like you and who now wager all they have. These are people who know the road you wish to follow, who have been cured of the affliction of which you wish to be cured: follow the way by which they began. They behaved just as if they did believe, taking holy water, having masses said, and so on. That will make you believe quite naturally, and will make you more docile. (Pascal 1966, fragment 418)

Be among believers and act like a believer, and you will come to believe. His advice is complex, indeed so complex that it occupies the bulk of the *Pensées*. However, the important point here is that Pascal’s Wager, as a practical argument for a belief, initially targets —as it must— actions. Pascal knew that making evident the benefit of religious belief could not, just like that, consciously bring about belief. The potential convert must take an indirect route, following norms for action that will in turn bring about the desired belief.

---

15 Lafuma numbering.
16 For a discussion of the rationality of Pascal’s suggestions to the non-believer, and in particular of whether it involves self-deception, see Jones 1998.
17 A number of writers are not aware of this. In his 1993 (at pp. 85–86), for example, Robert Nozick advocates a pragmatic rule for believing that we could not in full awareness follow.
Conclusion

Both epistemically and pragmatically rationalizing doxastic explanations bring with them expectations of the future behavior of believers, and I have taken this to suggest that rationalizing explanations are either teleological or norm-following. However, the norm-following account is inappropriate in the case of pragmatic beliefs. Pragmatic norms of believing could not be followed, and, thus, simply do not make any sense. Pragmatic believing must be a sub-intentional, and not a norm-following, process. Nothing I have said counts against the possibility that epistemic believing is best conceived as a norm-following process. If it is, then the correct accounts of epistemic and pragmatic believing differ. Motivated, or pragmatically induced, believing is the result of our sub-intentional systems, while epistemic believing is an expression of our behaving as agents, of our believing because we think we should.¹⁸
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